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Abstract

Joint probability density function (PDF) calculations are reported of the bluff-body stabilized flames (
HM2, and HM3) and the results are compared with the available experimental data. The calculations a
on the modeled transport equation for the joint PDF of velocity, turbulence frequency, and composition (
mass fractions and enthalpy) using the interaction by exchange with the mean and Euclidean minimum s
tree mixing models. The methane chemistry is described by a 19-species augmented reduced mechani
implemented using in situ adaptive tabulation. The numerical accuracy of the calculations is carefully s
and the associated errors are quantified. For flame HM1 (which has the least local extinction), there is g
good agreement between calculations and measurements, although (for all flames) the quality of the a
deteriorates at downstream locations. The calculations correctly show essentially inert mixing in the she
between the recirculation zone and the coflow in flame HM1, but not in flames HM2 and HM3. In gener
calculations of flames HM2 and HM3 are not in good agreement with the experimental data and do not ex
observed local extinction. This deficiency is attributed to the inaccurate calculations of the mean mixture
in the recirculation zone (for flames HM2 and HM3). The sensitivity of the calculation to the mixing m
constant is investigated, and the mean scalar dissipation is reported.
 2005 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Bluff-body combustors have been proposed a
test case for turbulent combustion research[1]. Bluff-
body stabilized flames have a recirculation zone n
to the bluff body that produces a complex turbule
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field similar to that commonly found in industria
combustors. Meanwhile, the boundary conditions
these flames are simple and well-defined. Theref
bluff-body stabilized flames provide an ideal case
investigate the interaction between the turbulence
chemical reaction and provide a good bridge betw
theoretical problems and engineering applications

Masri et al.[2–5] and Dally et al.[6–8] have con-
ducted comprehensive experimental investigation
a series of bluff-body flames, from fully burnin
flames to those exhibiting local extinction. The stru
ture of the flow field and scalar structure, as w
e. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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as chemistry interactions with the turbulence, su
as location of the flame, local extinction and reig
tion, blowoff, and NOx emission, were investigated
The flames studied in these experiments were
lected as target flames for the International Works
on Measurement and Computation of Turbulent N
premixed Flames (TNF). All the experimental da
are available online[9].

On the other hand, bluff-body stabilized flam
are still a challenging case for turbulent combust
modeling. The challenge is not only due to the co
plexity of the turbulent flow but also to the complexi
of the finite-rate chemistry, which results in high d
mensionality and requires computationally intens
integration of the stiff equations of chemical kine
ics. Furthermore, the interaction between the tur
lent mixing and finite-rate chemical reactions stron
affects the burning of these flames.

Using Sydney bluff-body data as a benchmark
modeling, many researchers have performed sim
tions of bluff-body flames with different turbulenc
and/or combustion models. Dally et al.[10] investi-
gated the performance of thek–ε model and Reynolds
stress models (RSMs) applied to bluff-body flam
and discussed the modification to the constants in
dissipation transport equation and their influence
the prediction of the flow field. Merci et al.[11] in-
vestigated the performance of a new cubic nonlin
k–ε model using a preassumedβ-probability den-
sity function (β-PDF) chemistry model. They foun
that the influence of the turbulence model on the c
culations is substantial, and the cubic nonlineark–ε

model improved the prediction of the flow structu
Li et al. [12] investigated the applicability of exis
ing RSMs to complex flames. They found that m
RSMs cannot provide overall satisfactory predictio
for this challenging flame. They also found that RS
behave differently in nonreacting and reacting cas
Equilibrium chemistry and an assumed-shapeβ-PDF
approach were employed for the reacting case. H
sain et al.[13] used thek–ε model with a flamelet
model to investigate the effects of heat radiation. T
found that the effects of radiative heat transfer on te
perature and major species are small for the H
flame (a hydrogen and methane flame, see Sectio2),
but that inclusion of radiative heat transfer effects s
nificantly improves the prediction of OH mass fra
tion. Kim et al.[14,15] applied the first-order cond
tional moment closure (CMC) model with GRI2.1
and GRI3.0 mechanisms to bluff-body flames. Th
demonstrated that the CMC predictions are in go
agreement with the measurements for tempera
and most major species. The species OH and NO
overpredicted, which may be due to deficiencies in
GRI2.11 and GRI3.0 mechanisms.
In all the above modeling methodologies, the t
bulence models are moment closures, and the t
ment of chemical reaction is based on mixture fr
tion. The flames studied show almost no local exti
tion. Present-day mixture fraction-based models c
not predict local extinction and reignition accurate

Since the 1980s[16], PDF methods have bee
well developed and have been demonstrated to
a successful approach to modeling turbulent co
bustion[17,18]. PDF methods for turbulent reactin
flows have the significant advantage that the hi
dimensional strongly nonlinear source terms aris
from chemical reaction appear in closed form[16].
The approach thus offers an important advantage
single conserved scalar formulations.

Xu and Pope[17] and Tang et al.[19] applied the
joint velocity–frequency–composition PDF meth
to piloted-jet flames. Their results are in good agr
ment with experimental data not only for profiles a
scatterplots, but also for the prediction of local extin
tion and reignition in these flames. The success of
joint PDF method has benefited from developme
in many associated areas, including the impleme
tion of chemistry through in situ adaptive tabulati
(ISAT), which tremendously improves the efficien
of the chemistry calculation[20]; the development o
the Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) m
ing model[21], which successfully describes the ma
features of turbulent mixing; and the developm
of the augmented reduced mechanisms (ARM1[22]
and later ARM2[23]) for methane. Meanwhile,
recently developed, fully consistent, hybrid finit
volume/Monte Carlo particle algorithm dramatica
improves the numerical efficiency of the joint PD
method[24,25].

These advances benefit the performance of
culations for complicated flames such as bluff-bo
stabilized flames. Using the hybrid method, Jenn
al. [26] performed joint PDF calculations for the co
flow in the bluff-body stabilized flame apparatus, a
Muradoglu et al.[27] studied bluff-body flames usin
a simple flamelet model to investigate the sensitiv
of the calculations to boundary conditions and mo
constants. At TNF6 (see[28]) Liu et al. presented re
sults for this flame using a relatively simple skele
chemical mechanism implemented with ISAT.

Recently, Lindstedt[29] and Kuan[30] performed
two-dimensional axisymmetric steady and unste
calculations for bluff-body stabilized flames with th
RSM coupled with the transported composition P
method. They used the modified curl (MC) mi
ing model and Lindstedt’s reduced methane mec
nism[28,29]. Their results for species concentratio
(including NO) are far better than the previous resu
of Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) cal
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lations described above, and the flow field rema
well reproduced.

This article describes calculations using the jo
velocity–frequency–composition PDF method
gether with the ARM2 mechanism implemented w
ISAT to simulate bluff-body flames. The article
structured as follows: In Section2, the experimen-
tal data available (from the University of Sydney) a
summarized. In Section3, a brief review of the cur-
rent joint velocity–turbulent frequency–compositi
PDF modeling method is provided. The joint PD
equation, PDF models, and the hybrid FV/parti
algorithm are introduced. In Section4, the Sydney
bluff-body stabilized flame burner is described. T
details of the calculations are given, including spec
cation of the computational domain, boundary con
tions, and numerical parameters. Numerical accur
issues are investigated using a simple laminar flam
chemistry model. In Section5, the joint PDF calcu-
lations with the EMST mixing model and the ARM
reduced mechanism are presented for flames H
HM2, and HM3. The results of joint PDF calcul
tions are comprehensively compared with experim
tal data, including radial mean profiles, condition
means, and scatterplots. The joint PDF models
evaluated. An important property of some comb
tion models, the mean scalar dissipation rate,χ̃ , is
also examined. Finally, in Section7, conclusions are
drawn and suggestions for future work are given.

2. Bluff-body stabilized flames

In the experiments of Masri et al.[4] and Dally[8],
a fuel jet is surrounded by a bluff body and a coflo
ing air stream. The diameter of the bluff body
0.05 m, and that of the jet is 0.0036 m. There
a recirculation zone immediately next to the blu
body surface, which stabilizes the flame. Downstre
of the recirculation zone is the neck zone, in wh
there are strong interactions between turbulent m
ing and finite-rate chemical reactions. Further dow
stream there is a jetlike zone. The fuel in these flam
(denoted HM) is a mixture of hydrogen (H2) and ei-
ther natural gas (CNG, seeTable 1) or methane (CH4)
in the volume ratio 1:1.

Experimental data for velocity fields and sca
fields are available. Velocity field data include me
axial velocity, radial velocity, and their variances. T
scalar field data consist of means and variance
mixture fraction, temperature, and some major a
minor species. These species include O2, N2, H2,
H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, OH, and NO. The mixture frac
tion, ξ , following Bilger’s formula[9,31], is defined
by

(1)ξ =
2(ZC−ZC,O)

WC
+ ZH−ZH,O

2WH
− ZO−ZO,O

WO
2(ZC,F−ZC,O)

WC
+ ZH,F−ZH,O

2WH
− ZO,F−ZO,O

WO

,

whereZi is a conserved scalar given by the total m
fraction of elementi, Wi is the atomic mass of ele
ment i, and the subscriptsF andO refer to the fuel
and oxidant streams, respectively.

Table 1lists the experimental data used in this
ticle, which are available online[9].

Velocity data are provided for flame HM1. Th
HM1 data are selected because this flame reveals
local extinction so that a simple flamelet model can
used in the calculations to investigate numerical ac
racy. In the year 2000, the experiments were repe
by Masri [9] with improved measurement techniqu
to provide more reliable data for velocity field for th
reactive cases, and also to include the covarianc
velocity, ũv. These data are named HM1E; seeTa-
ble 1. However, the inlet velocities were slightly di
ferent: the bulk jet velocity,UJ, was changed from
118 to 108 m/s, and correspondingly the coflow v
locity, UC, was changed from 40 to 35 m/s. The ratio
UJ/UC was kept the same so that the two flames
almost the same flow structure.

In the series of flames HM1, HM2, HM3, the fue
jet velocity is varied to investigate the Damkoh
number effect on local extinction. The scalar d
in each case include Favre-averaged means
variances of the mixture fraction, temperature, a
species. Instantaneous scatter data are also avai
a

Table 1
Experimental data[9]

Case name Fuel UJ (m/s)a UC (m/s)b Year of data Available dat

HM1 CNGc:H2 (1:1) 118 40 1995 Ũ , Ṽ , u′′, v′′
HM1E CNG:H2 (1:1) 108 35 2000 Ũ , Ṽ ,
HM3E 195 u′′, v′′, ũv

HM1 CH4:H2 (1:1) 118 40 1995 ξ , T , andY

HM2 ξst = 0.050 178
HM3 214

a UJ is the jet bulk velocity.
b UC is the coflow velocity.
c CNG: 90.9% CH4, 5.0% C2H6, 1.1% C3H8, 2.4% CO2, balance: C4H10 and N2.
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As the jet velocity increases from 118 m/s for HM1
to 214 m/s for HM3 (or from 50% of the blowoff ve
locity, which isUBL = 236 m/s, to 90% ofUBL), the
data vary from revealing little local extinction to r
vealing much local extinction. Recently, HM1E a
HM1 data were widely used to compare with va
ous turbulence and combustion modeling calculati
[10,11,13,15,27].

3. Joint PDF models

In the joint PDF methodology, a turbulent (nonr
active or reactive) flow is modeled at the level of t
one-point, one-time joint PDF of certain fluid pro
erties. At this level, the important processes of c
vection and chemical reaction are represented exa
without modeling assumptions[16]. In other words,
the convection terms and reaction source term in
conservation equations are expressed in exact fo
These advantages overcome the closure problem
sociated with convection and reaction that arise
traditional statistical approaches and make the j
PDF method an attractive approach for turbulent re
tive flows. However, the effects of molecular mixin
have to be modeled.

The state of the fluid at any location is fully d
scribed by the three components of velocity (U =
U1,U2,U3) and by a set ofnφ scalars (Φ = φ1, φ2,

. . . , φnφ ), which are the mass fractions of the (ns =
nφ − 1) species and the enthalpy. A turbulent
active flow field can be described by the one-po
one-time joint PDF of the fluid variables, i.e., velo
ity U, and composition scalarsΦ [25]. Given the one-
point, one-time joint PDF, the corresponding stati
cal quantities of the turbulent reactive flow field c
be evaluated as moments of the joint PDF[32]. (Of
course, no information is provided about multip
point, multiple-time statistics.) The one-point, on
time joint PDF of velocity and composition itse
does not contain information on the time scales
turbulence; to provide a time scale, the turbulen
frequency (defined below) is introduced into the mo
eled joint PDF equation.

At a given location and time{x, t}, V is the sample
space of velocityU, Ψ is the sample space of comp
sition Φ, andθ is the sample space of turbulence f
quencyω. The mass density functionF and the one-
point, one-time Eulerian mass-weighted joint PDFf̃

of velocity U(x, t), composition vectorΦ(x, t), and
turbulent frequencyω(x, t) are related by[33]

F(V,Ψ , θ;x, t)

= 〈ρ〉f̃ (V,Ψ , θ;x, t)

= ρ(Ψ )
〈
δ
(
U[x, t] − V

)
δ
(
Φ[x, t] − Ψ

)
(2)× δ

(
ω[x, t] − θ

)〉
,

-

where the tilde and angle brackets denote m
(Favre)-averaged and volume (Reynolds)-avera
means, respectively, andρ is the fluid density. Simi-
larly, the joint PDF of the fluctuating velocityu(x, t)

(v is the sample space ofu), compositionΦ(x, t) and
turbulent frequencyω(x, t), denoted byg̃, is given
by

〈ρ〉g̃(v,Ψ , θ;x, t)

= ρ(Ψ )
〈
δ
(
u[x, t] − v

)
δ
(
Φ[x, t] − Ψ

)
(3)× δ

(
ω[x, t] − θ

)〉
.

The exact equation of turbulence frequency is
informative[34]. Only the exact joint PDF transpo
equation for velocity and composition is shown he
From[16], the transport equation for joint PDF of v
locity and composition can be derived. By subtract
of the mean velocity, the transport equation of fluc
ation velocity and turbulence frequency and compo
tion PDF,g̃, can be given as

∂

∂t

(〈ρ〉g̃) + (Ũi + vi)
∂

∂xi

(〈ρ〉g̃)
+

(
∂ũiuj

∂xi
− vi

∂Ũj

∂xi

)
∂

∂vj

(〈ρ〉g̃)
+ ∂

∂ψα

(〈ρ〉Sαg̃
)

= − ∂

∂vi

[〈
∂τij

∂xj
− ∂p′

∂xi

∣∣∣∣v
〉
g̃

]

(4)+ ∂

∂ψα

[〈
∂Jα

i

∂xi

∣∣∣∣v,Ψ

〉
g̃

]
,

where the angle brackets containing the vertical
stand for the conditional expectation;Sα is the chem-
ical reaction source term of speciesα; Jα

i
represents

the molecular flux of speciesα in the i direction;τij
is the viscous stress tensor; andp′ is the pressure fluc
tuation. In the above joint PDF transport Eq.(4), the
terms on the left-hand side are in closed form. Th
represent: evolution in time; transport in the physi
space; transport in the velocity space; and transpo
the composition space due to reaction, respectiv
The terms on the right-hand side need to be mode
They represent the physical processes of transpo
the velocity space due to the viscous stress and p
sure fluctuation gradient, and transport in the com
sition space by the molecular fluxes.

The joint PDF equations are solved by a partic
mesh method, and the modeling can be descr
most simply in the particle context. In the partic
system,∗ is used to denote particle properties. T
general particle has positionX∗(t), velocity U∗(t),
compositionΦ∗(t), and turbulent frequencyω∗(t).
The mean particle velocity atx, 〈U∗(t)|X∗(t) = x〉,
corresponds to the Favre mean velocityŨ(x, t), and
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Table 2
Model constantsa

C0 Cω1 Cω2 C3 C4 CΩ Cφ

2.1 0.56 0.9 1.0 0.25 0.6893 1

a Note that the effect ofCφ is studied in a range of value
i.e., 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0.

similarly for other quantities. The fluctuating veloci
of a particle isu∗(t) ≡ U∗(t) − 〈U∗(t)|X∗(t) = x〉.

3.1. Velocity model

The evolution of the fluctuating velocity of a pa
ticle can be described by the Langevin equati
Langevin models have been developed at differ
levels for the velocity of particles[35–37]. Here the
simplified Langevin model (SLM) is used:

du∗
i (t) = 1

〈ρ〉
∂(〈ρ〉ũiuj )

∂xj
dt − u∗

j

∂Ũi

∂xj
dt

−
(

1

2
+ 3

4
C0

)
Ωu∗

i (t) dt

(5)+ (C0k̃Ω)1/2 dWi.

W is an isotropic Wiener process;Ω is the condi-
tional mean turbulence frequency, which is defin
below; k̃ ≡ 1

2 ũiuj is the Favre mean turbulent kinet
energy; andC0 is a model constant (seeTable 2). The
SLM is equivalent to the Rotta model at the seco
moment closure level[36].

3.2. Turbulence frequency model

The stochastic model for particle turbulence f
quencyω∗(t) is the Jayesh–Pope model[37],

dω∗(t) = −C3(ω∗ − ω̃)Ω dt − SωΩω∗(t) dt

(6)+ [
2C3C4ω̃Ωω∗(t)

]1/2
dW,

whereW is an independent Wiener process. To
count for external intermittency effects, the con
tional mean turbulence frequencyΩ is defined by

(7)Ω ≡ CΩ
〈ρ∗ω∗|ω∗ � ω̃〉

〈ρ〉 ,

where the model constantCΩ is chosen such thatΩ
andω̃ are equal in fully developed homogeneous t
bulence (Table 2). In Eq. (6), Sω is the source term
defined as

(8)Sω = Cω2 − Cω1
P
k̃Ω

,

whereP is the rate of turbulence production,

(9)P = −ũiuj
∂Ũi

∂x
,

j

andC3, C4, Cω1, andCω2 are model constants. Th
values of these constants are specified inTable 2.

The mean rate of dissipatioñε of turbulent kinetic
energyk̃ is modeled by

(10)ε̃ = k̃Ω.

This equation provides the connection between
modeled turbulent frequencyω∗ and physical quanti
ties. Including the turbulence frequency as a part
property of the modeled stochastic particles provi
a time scale of turbulence that can be used in jo
PDF modeling.

3.3. Mixing models

The effects of molecular diffusion are represen
by a mixing model. Several mixing models have be
proposed for PDF calculations, including the inter
tion by exchange with the mean (IEM) model[38],
the modified Curl (MC) mixing model[39], and the
Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) mixin
model [21]. Mixing models are crucial in joint PDF
calculations of turbulent nonpremixed flames w
finite-rate chemical reactions. In this study, the IE
and EMST mixing models are used in joint PDF c
culations of bluff-body stabilized flames, and co
parisons are made between the results of calculat
using these two mixing models. None of the mixi
models mentioned above takes into account the e
of differential diffusion.

3.3.1. IEM mixing model
In the IEM model, the composition of the particl

evolves by an ordinary differential equation,

(11)dφ∗(t) = −1

2
CφΩ

(
φ∗(t) − φ̃

)
dt,

whereCφ is a model constant specified inTable 2.

3.3.2. EMST mixing model
The EMST mixing model is a complicated partic

interaction model, designed to overcome shortco
ings of simpler models. In addition to the partic
compositionΦ(t), the model involves a state var
ables(t). A full description of the EMST model ca
be found in[21,40]. In short, at any time the mode
chooses a subset ofNs particles to mix from the en
semble ofNpc particles in a grid cell according to th
mixing history of each particle recorded by the st
variable s(t). A Euclidean minimum spanning tre
is formed in the composition space on this subse
Ns particles, so that each particle is associated wit
least one neighboring particle. The mixing evolves
compositions of theseNs particles (fori = 1, . . . ,Ns)
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w(i) dφ
(i)
α

dt
= −γ

Ns−1∑
ν=1

Bν

[(
φ

(i)
α − φ

(nν)
α

)
δimν

(12)+ (
φ

(i)
α − φ

(mν)
α

)
δinν

]
,

wherew(i) is the numerical particle weight,mν and
nν are the indexes of the two particles connected
the EMST edgeν, Bν is a model coefficient discusse
in [21], δij is the Kronecker delta, andγ is deter-
mined such that the composition variance decay
a specified rate. The decay rate is controlled by
mixing time scaleτφ , which is modeled by[41]

(13)τφ = τ

Cφ
,

whereτ is the turbulence time scale given by

(14)τ ≡ 1/Ω,

and Cφ is an empirical constant that can be
terpreted as the velocity-to-scalar time scale ra
ChangingCφ changes the mixing time scale an
thus, changes the decay rate. The effects of chan
Cφ are discussed in Section5.

The EMST model is a localized mixing model th
has been successfully used in previous joint PDF
culations of piloted-jet turbulent nonpremixed flam
[19,42] to predict local extinction and reignition.

3.4. Mixture fraction/flamelet model

A simple flamelet model is used for the inves
gation of numerical accuracy to reduce the com
tational work, instead of the more advanced mod
used for the main part of the investigation. For t
simple flamelet model, the thermochemical proper
are functions of only one variable, the mixture fra
tion ξ . The definition of mixture fractionξ follows
the Bilger formula, which is the same as that used
the experimental data[9], Eq.(1).

The flamelet table for the simple flamelet mode
generated[43] by laminar flame calculations using th
GRI2.11 mechanism, which has 49 species. Differ
tial diffusion is taken into account. The strain rate
100 s−1, the fuel is CH4:H2 in the volume ratio 1:1
The initial temperature is 300 K, and the initial pre
sure is 1 atm.

3.5. Detailed chemistry model

Sung et al.[23] derived an augmented reduc
mechanism (ARM) from the GRI2.11 mechanis
The first version, namely, ARM1, includes 16 spec
and 12 reaction steps: C2 species are included to im
prove the prediction of CO. The ARM1 mechanis
is extended by including a description of NOx forma-
tion, which results in an augmented reduced me
anism of 19 species and 15 reaction steps, nam
ARM2. The ARM1 and ARM2 mechanisms are ava
able on the web site of the TNF workshop[28]. Both
ARM1 and ARM2 were successfully used in previo
joint PDF calculations of piloted-jet flames[17,19].

In joint PDF calculations it is possible to imple
ment an accurate detailed mechanism, such as
GRI2.11 mechanism. However, reduced mechani
such as ARM2 are more attractive for turbulent co
bustion simulations, because they are consider
less expensive compared with GRI2.11, and acc
ing to previous calculations, they are equally accur
ARM2 is used in the current joint PDF calculation
implemented using the ISAT algorithm[20].

4. Numerical method and accuracy

For a general three-dimensional flow, the jo
PDF is a function of at least seven independent v
ables (three position variables, three velocity com
nents, and turbulent frequency), plus the numbe
chemical species from the chemistry mechanism
cluded in the joint PDF equations to be solved. A
result, it is computationally prohibitive to solve th
joint PDF transport equation using conventional n
merical techniques such as finite-difference and fin
element methods. However, Monte Carlo partic
mesh methods provide an efficient way to solve
high-dimensional equation. The joint PDF of flu
properties is represented by a large number of
chastic particles, which are randomly and contin
ously distributed in the flow domain, which is cover
by a mesh. The stochastic particle properties evo
according to a set of modeled stochastic differen
equations (SDEs) such that the PDF of particle pr
erties evolves as the modeled PDF transport equa

In this study, a fully consistent hybrid finite
volume/Monte Carlo particle algorithm is used
solve the joint PDF equation[25,44]. The conser-
vation equations for mean mass, momentum,
energy, coupled with a mean equation of state,
derived directly from the joint PDF transport equ
tion and solved by an efficient FV method, while
particle-mesh-based Monte Carlo algorithm is e
ployed to solve the modeled transport equation
the joint PDF for fluctuating velocity, turbulent fre
quency, and compositions. It is emphasized that
present hybrid method is completely consistent at
level of equations solved by the FV and the parti
algorithms[25]. Correction algorithms have been d
veloped to make the hybrid method fully consiste
also at the numerical solution level[25]. Compared
with the previous stand alone particle algorithm,
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use of a smooth mean velocity field in the parti
SDEs, this hybrid algorithm substantially reduces
bias error.

One of the important issues in numerical simu
tions is the numerical accuracy of the calculated
sults. The accuracy of the numerical simulations
complex turbulent flames depends mainly on two f
tors: the physical models, including turbulence a
chemistry models; and the numerical solution al
rithm. To investigate the numerical errors in the s
lution algorithms and understand the flow structu
we use the simple chemistry model described in S
tion 3, in which all the chemistry properties, includin
density, temperature, and mass fraction of species
functions of only one variable, the mixture fraction,ξ .
For the same purpose, the simple IEM mixing mo
is used in most of the calculations in this section,
cept for the investigation of bias errors, in which t
EMST mixing model is used.

Xu and Pope[17] and Jenny et al.[26] investigated
the numerical errors involved in joint PDF calcul
tions. There are three kinds of numerical errors
the current joint PDF algorithm: statistical errors, d
cretization errors, and bias errors; the last two can
categorized as deterministic errors.

4.1. Solution domain

A polar-cylindrical coordinate system (x, y, θ ) is
adopted for the present calculations. The origin of
coordinate system is on the centerline (y = 0) at the
jet exit plane (x = 0). Here,x and y represent the
axial and radial directions, respectively. The com
tational domain is taken to be a rectangle in the pl
θ = 0 with two sides, 0.36 m (7.2DB) in the axial
direction and 0.15 m (3DB) in the radial direction,
whereDB = 0.05 m is the diameter of the bluff bod
Fig. 1 is a sketch of the solution domain. The tre
ment of boundaries in the current code does not al
the inflow boundary to be upstream of the plane of
bluff body.

4.2. Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions are well defined f
bluff-body flows. For the particle part, the bounda
conditions on the four boundaries are described
low.

The coflow boundary (y = 3DB) is treated as an
impermeable perfect-slip wall. Computational pa
cles are reflected from the boundary without cha
in their properties (except for the reflection of the
dial velocity). At the exit plane,x = 7.2DB, outflow
boundary conditions are applied. When particles cr
the boundary, they are eliminated. Symmetry con
tions are applied on the axisy = 0. Particles neve
Fig. 1. Sketch of the computational domain (not to scal

cross the axis, and so no boundary conditions are
quired on the particle properties. The mean fields
forced to satisfy the symmetry conditions. The rad
derivative of the mean axial velocity and of the turb
lence kinetic energy are forced to be zero. The m
radial velocityŨ2 is zero.

At the inlet planex = 0, there are three region
from y = 0 to y = RJ (RJ is the radius of the jet
is the jet where the fuel flows in; fromy = RJ to
y = RB (RB is the radius of the bluff body) is th
bluff-body surface; and fromy = RB to y = 6RB (the
coflow boundary) is the coflow region where air flow
in. In the two inflowing streams, the particles flow
with a specified distribution of properties. In deta
the velocities have a joint normal distribution and t
frequency has a gamma distribution, all with specifi
statistical properties (see[33] for details). The mean
are shown inFig. 2and explained later.

In the bluff-body region, the face of the bluff bod
is treated as a perfect-slip wall. Particles reflect at
wall without a change in their properties, except t
the axial velocity changes sign. The influence of
perfect-slip boundary condition (in comparison to t
alternative “wall-function” boundary condition) ha
not been investigated, but is thought not to be larg

4.2.1. Mean velocities
In the jet region, the power law profile is applie

as

(15)Ũ1(y) = CUUJ

(
Cc − y

RJ

)p

,
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on the
Fig. 2. Specified inlet boundary conditions for flame HM1E. Zero-normal gradient boundary conditions are applied
bluff-body surface (RJet< y < RB).
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whereUJ is the jet bulk velocity, andRJ is the radius
of jet. In parentheses,Cc = 1.01 is used instead of 1.
to avoid the singularity of the derivative of mean v
locity at the wall of the jet;p is the profile exponent
set at 1/6 here;CU is the normalization constan
which is determined by the condition that the area
eraged velocity given by Eq.(15) is the specified bulk
velocityUJ. Therefore,CU satisfies

CU = (2+ p)(1+ p)

2

[
C

2+p
c − (Cc − 1.0)2+p

(16)− (2+ p)(Cc − 1.0)1+p
]−1

,

andCc is set at 1.01 as explained above.
The mean radial and circumferential velocities

set to zero.
In the coflow region, the inlet boundary cond

tion on Ũ1 is obtained from interpolation of the ex
perimental data[9] in the coflow region; Lagrangia
third-order interpolation is used.

The other components of the mean velocity
zero.

4.2.2. Variances and covariance of velocity
The inlet boundary condition on the Favre-av

aged variancẽu2
1 is interpolated from the experimen

tal data. The other two normal components of
variances (which are not available from the data)
set equal toũ2
1 following the suggestion of[9]. And

the covariance is specified as

(17)ũ1u2 = ρ12
(
ũ2

1ũ2
2

)1/2 = ρ12ũ
2
1,

whereρ12 is the correlation coefficient, and the val
ρ12 = 0.5 is recommended by Masri[9]. Here it is
specified as

(18)ρ12 =
{

Ccv
y
RJ

, y � RJ,

−Ccv, y � RB,

andCcv is set at 0.5. For this axisymmetric flow wi
no mean swirl,̃u1u3 andũ2u3 are zero.

4.2.3. Turbulence frequencỹω
The calculation results are very sensitive to the

let boundary condition on turbulence frequency,ω̃,
but no experimental data are available. According
the definition of turbulence frequency and the relat
of the fully developed turbulence at the inlet boun
ary, the following formula is used to setω̃ at the inlet
boundary:

(19)ω̃ = ε̃

k̃
= 1

CP

P
k̃

= − 1

CP

ũ1u2

k̃

dŨ1

dy
.

ε̃ is the mean dissipation rate,k̃ is the kinetic energy
P is production, andCP is the ratio of production to
dissipation. Here,CP = 1.0 is used.
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The simulation results are not sensitive to the
locity profile exponent,p, nor to the correlation coef
ficient,ρ12, within reasonable ranges.

4.3. Time averaging factors and statistical
stationarity

Time averaging is an important technique used
reduce statistical errors in particle simulations. T
time averaging method used here follows Ref.[25]:

(20)Qk
TA =

(
1− 1

NTA

)
Qk−1

TA + 1

NTA
Qk.

Qk
TA andQk are the time-averaged and instantane

values of propertyQ evaluated at thekth particle time
step, respectively. The parameterNTA is the time-
averaged factor to be specified.

There are three categories of fields to be tim
averaged. The first category consists of the fields u
within the particle part: the time averaging factor f
this category is denoted asNP. The second categor
consists of the particle fields passed to the fin
volume solver: this time averaging factor is deno
asNP2FV. The last category consists of finite-volum
fields, for which the time averaging factor is denot
by NFV. Because the finite-volume solver is not fu
converged at each outer iteration (between the p
cle part and the finite-volume solver), time averag
is still needed for the finite-volume fields.

The time averaging factors are increased as
calculations proceed. The strategy for increasing
time averaging factors in this article is different fro
that in [25]; see[45] for details. As far as the statis
tically stationary states are concerned, only the fi
parameters are relevant. Here the final time ave
ing factors used are the same as those in[27], and are
listed inTable 3.

The current hybrid method is designed to sim
late only statistically stationary flows. Therefore, t
achievement of statistical stationarity is examin
Time-averaged mean velocity fields and mean d
sity, as well as the mass fractions of species, at
eral monitoring locations are monitored and shown
reach statistically stationary values. For calculatio
with the flamelet model, about 6000 to 9000 pa
cle time steps are needed to reach the statistic
stationary state. Generally, 6000 additional part
time steps are taken to make sure that the statistic
stationary state is maintained long enough for ti

Table 3
Time averaging factors

NP NP2FV NFV

Final value (NTA) 500 5 20
averaging. Using the flamelet calculations as init
ization fields, it takes about 3000 particle steps for
calculations with the ARM2 mechanism to reach
statistically stationary state. Then, an additional 30
particle time steps are taken for the reasons g
above.

4.4. Grid convergence

One of the numerical errors in the joint PDF a
gorithm is the spatial discretization error. The spa
discretization error results from the spatial discreti
tion in the finite-volume method and also from t
kernel estimation and interpolation schemes in
particle algorithm due to the finite size of the gr
cells. Xu and Pope[17], Jenny et al.[26], and Mu-
radoglu et al.[27] have extensively investigated sp
tial discretization errors in the joint PDF method.
has been shown that the current joint PDF algorit
is second-order accurate in space. In this section
extensive study is not repeated; instead, grid con
gence is demonstrated.

Nonuniform rectangular grids are distributed
the computational domain (Fig. 1). The grids used in
the current work are different from those used in
previous work[27]; the current grids are more co
centrated in the recirculation zone and neck zon
the axial direction, and are more concentrated in
jet region and in the shear layer between the o
edge of the bluff body and the coflow in the radial
rection. The details of the grids used in this sect
are listed inTable 4. It is found that to obtain nu
merically accurate results with a given number of g
cells (or, equivalently, the same computational co
it is crucial to distribute more grid lines in the r
dial direction than in the axial direction. On the oth
hand, the resulting larger-aspect-ratio cells adver
affect the iterative convergence of the solution. The
fore, the distribution of grids has to be a comprom
between these two considerations. The maximum
pect ratio of the cells in the grids used here is l
than 40.

Flame HM1E (seeTable 1) is selected as the te
case to investigate grid convergence. The four g
used in this study are characterized inTable 4. Ex-
cept for the grids, all other numerical parameters
the calculations are the same, including the numbe
particles per cell,NPC = 25. The time-averaged pro
files are shown inFig. 3 for axial velocityŨ1, r.m.s.
of axial fluctuating velocityu′′

1, mean mixture frac

tion ξ̃ , and r.m.s. of the mixture fraction fluctuatio
ξ ′′. The profiles are shown at the axial location
x/DB = 0.6. The discrepancies are small at most
cations for the mean fields on the three finest gr
On the other hand, the profiles of variances are m
sensitive to the grid size. The results on the coar
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olid
Fig. 3. Grid convergence studies: radial profiles atx/DB = 0.6 of the mean and r.m.s. axial velocity and mixture fraction. S
line: Grid A; dashed line: Grid B; dash-dotted line: Grid C; dotted line: Grid D.
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Table 4
Grids used for grid convergence study

Grid A Grid B Grid C Grid D

NX 120 96 72 48
NY 160 128 96 64
Zone 1a 21 17 13 8
Zone 2b 28 22 17 11
Zone 3c 87 69 52 35

a Grids distributed in jet and first shear layer in radial
rectiony/RB � 0.144.

b Grids distributed in second shear layer in radial direct
0.8 � y/RB � 1.2.

c Grids distributed in recirculation and neck zone in ax
directionx/DB � 3.0.

grid, Grid D, have obvious discrepancies with the
sults on the three finer grids.

Fig. 4 shows the time-averaged mean valu
againstM−2 = (NX × NY )−1 at selected locations
These locations are selected within the shear la
between the jet and the recirculation zone where
largest discrepancies are observed between the
files in Fig. 3. For mean axial velocitỹU1 and mean
mixture fractionξ̃ , the plots againstM−2 show an ap-
proximately linear relationship for results on the thr
finer grids, Grids A, B, and C. This linear behavi
is consistent with second-order spatial accuracy.
converged value of these means is estimated by
trapolating toM−2 = 0. The error between the value
of Ũ1 and ξ̃ and the accurate (extrapolated) value
generally less than 3% on Grid A and 10% on Grid
For the most part, the r.m.s. values of axial veloc
and mixture fraction againstM−2 also show a linea
relationship. The error between the calculated v
ues ofξ ′′ and the accurate values is less than 4%
Grid A and 12% on Grid C. The error foru′′

1 is less
than 10% on Grid A and 20% on Grid C. Consid
ing the computational cost of the detailed chemis
calculations, the discrepancy between the results
Grid C and those on the finer grid (Grids A and B)
acceptable for the current flame calculations. The
fore, Grid C (with 72 cells in the axial direction an
96 cells in the radial direction) is used in the follow
ing calculations. On this grid the spatial discretizat
error is estimated to be no more than 10% for m
quantities and 20% for r.m.s. quantities.

4.5. Bias

Bias error is a deterministic numerical error cau
by using a finite number of particles and is expec
to scale asN−1

PC [46], whereNPC is the number of
particles per cell. The bias error in the joint PD
method has been extensively studied in[26,27,46]. It
was found that, although bias error is one of the ma
numerical errors in the previous standalone joint P
methods[46], it has been dramatically reduced in t
current hybrid FV/Monte Carlo algorithm[25,26].
Such extensive studies are not repeated in the cu
work. The IEM mixing model was used in all prev
ous studies of bias errors in the joint PDF meth
However, the EMST mixing model is regarded a
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Fig. 4. Time-averaged mean quantities againstM−2 (M2 = NX × NY ) on the four grids at selected locations:◦, (x, y) =
(0.6DB,1.0RJ); �, (0.9DB,1.0RJ); +, (1.3DB,1.0RJ); ×, (1.8DB,1.0RJ).
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successful mixing model for piloted-jet flames[17]
and is used with detailed chemistry in the curr
bluff-body stabilized flame calculations, i.e., HM
HM2, and HM3. The behavior of bias errors for calc
lations with the EMST mixing model is studied her

For this purpose, the HM1 flame is selected as
test case. Calculations are performed with differ
values ofNPC, i.e., 25, 50, 100, 200, and 400, on t
same grid, Grid C. When a small number of partic
per cell is used, for example,NPC= 25, many cells do
not have enough particles to participate in the mix
required in the EMST mixing model at each time s
and it is necessary to skip the mixing step. Even w
50 particles per cell, there are several cells that fa
do EMST mixing on some time steps. So it is unre
able to use a value ofNPC less than 50 with the EMST
model for the current bluff-body flame calculations

The time-averaged radial profiles of̃U1, u′′
1, ξ̃ ,

and ξ ′′ are shown inFig. 5. Except for the results
with NPC = 25, the differences between the rad
profiles with different values ofNPC are very small,
which means that the bias errors are small and n
ligible. To quantify the bias errors,Fig. 6 shows the
time-averaged mean values againstN−1

PC at selected
locations (results withNPC = 25 are not included)
These selected locations are chosen within the
shear layer, which is between the jet and the re
culation zone. Again, the converged values of th
means are estimated by extrapolating to 1/NPC = 0
(or NPC= ∞). The dashed lines represent a±5% in-
terval relative to the extrapolated values. The res
show that, except forNPC = 50 at several locations
all time-averaged mean values are within 5% at the
lected locations. The valueNPC = 100 is used in the
following ARM2 calculations with the EMST mixing
model.

4.6. ISAT error tolerance

The ISAT algorithm, developed by Pope[20], is a
storage/retrieval technique for the calculation of co
position changes due to chemical reaction. The
curacy of the ISAT algorithm depends on a specifi
ISAT absolute error tolerance,εtol, which controls the
error in the tabulation and, therefore, controls the
ror incurred in retrieving from the ISAT table. It
very difficult to perform detailed testing on the acc
racy of ISAT with real flame calculations due to t
large computational cost.

Alternatively, a simple test case, autoignition,
designed to study the accuracy of ISAT for the H
flame calculations. Autoignition is a purely chemic
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ine:

ing
Fig. 5. Bias error studies: radial profiles atx/DB = 0.6 of the mean and r.m.s. axial velocity and mixture fraction. Solid l
Npc = 400; dashed line:Npc = 200; dash-dotted line:Npc = 100; dotted line:Npc = 50; dots:Npc = 25.

Fig. 6. Time-averaged mean quantities againstN−1
PC at the selected locations:◦, (x, y) = (0.6DB,1.0RJ); �, (0.9DB,1.0RJ);

+, (1.3DB,1.0RJ); ×, (1.8DB,1.0RJ). The dashed lines indicate a±5% error interval about the “accurate” values correspond
to NPC= ∞.
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process in which a given mixture of fuel and oxida
at a specified initial temperature and constant pres
reacts and eventually reaches chemical equilibri
The purpose of studying the accuracy of ISAT us
autoignition is to mimic the conditions of the chem
cal reaction substep in the bluff-body HM flame c
culations, including the temperature,T , mixture frac-
tion, ξ , and time step,�t . Thus, the initial condition
of autoignition, i.e., initial mixture fraction and tem
perature, and all the following time steps are selec
carefully to mimic the conditions in real flame calc

Fig. 7. Investigation of ISAT performance using autoig
tion: temperature and mass fraction of NO against time
different values ofεtol. Line, direct integration;◦, εtol =
10−5; 	, εtol = 10−4; �, εtol = 10−3.
lations. Note that this is not a strict study of numeri
accuracy for real flame calculations, but rather ser
to provide a reference for parameter determination

Many cases with other initial conditions were al
investigated but are not reported here. The three
ditions selected show the greatest sensitivity to
numerical error tolerance parameterεtol. The vari-
able time stepping technique is used in the curr
joint PDF calculations. In the autoignition test, va
able time steps�t are randomly distributed uniforml
between 8.0 × 10−7 and 8.0 × 10−5 (s), which is

Fig. 8. Investigation of ISAT performance using autoig
tion: mass fraction of OH and CO against time for differe
values ofεtol. Line, direct integration;◦, εtol = 10−5; 	,
εtol = 10−4; �, εtol = 10−3.
s
Fig. 9. Investigation of ISAT performance in PDF calculations of flame HM3. Radial profiles atx/DB = 0.60 of the mean mas
fractions of OH and NO: Symbols, experimental data[9]; solid lines,εtol = 10−4; dashed lines,εtol = 0.25× 10−4.
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the same range of time steps used in the bluff-b
flame calculations. The same variable-time-step
ries is used in each of the runs with different valu
of mixture fractionξ and error toleranceεtol.

The effects of the tabulation error toleranceεtol
are shown inFigs. 7 and 8. Results from direct in-
tegration are used as a benchmark for compari
The results from three error tolerancesεtol = 10−3,
10−4, and 10−5 are included in the figures. Appa
ently, εtol = 10−3 cannot guarantee accuracy of t
ISAT tabulation. The results withεtol = 10−4 are ac-
curate for temperature and all the major species
shown here). The maximum errors in these quanti
are less than 1%. The maximum errors of CO and
(with εtol = 10−4) are less than 5%. Species NO
slow to reach equilibrium. Withεtol = 10−4, the max-
imum error is less than 10%.

One test case for the HM3 flame is performed w
the smaller ISAT tabulation error toleranceεtol =
0.25 × 10−4 to test the accuracy of ISAT in a fu
flame calculation. Radial profiles of the mean m
fraction of OH and NO are shown inFig. 9. The
differences in species OH are negligibly small. A
the differences in the profiles of temperature, ma
species, and species CO (not shown here) are n
gibly small. The differences in the profiles of NO a
significant. Atx/DB = 0.6, the difference in the cal
culations of̃YNO is as large as 30%.
Fig. 10. Radial profiles of the mean axial velocityŨ1. Symbols, experimental data[9]; lines, joint PDF calculations with IEM
mixing model and flamelet chemistry model.
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From the above observations, we conclude that
ISAT error toleranceεtol = 1.0 × 10−4 guarantees
good accuracy for all species except NO. The va
εtol = 10−4 is used in the calculations in the follow
ing section.

5. Results

5.1. Velocity field

The velocity fields from the joint PDF calcula
tions are compared with the experimental data
flame HM1E, as these data are recommended
the experimentalist[28]. Calculations have been pe
formed with the SLM velocity model, the JPM tu
bulent frequency model, the IEM mixing model, a
the flamelet chemistry model. (Here, the compari
is focused on the velocity fields. Therefore, the IE
mixing model is used.)

The radial profiles of the time-averaged mean
locitiesŨ1 andŨ2, and r.m.s. velocitiesu′′

1 are shown
together with the experimental data inFigs. 10–12.
Generally, the agreement between the joint PDF
culations and the experimental data is good at
stream locations, which are within the recirculati
Fig. 11. Radial profiles of the mean radial velocityŨ2. Symbols, experimental data[9]; lines, joint PDF calculations with IEM
mixing model and flamelet chemistry model.
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Fig. 12. Radial profiles of the r.m.s. of axial velocityu′′
1. Symbols, experimental data[9]; lines, joint PDF calculations with IEM

mixing model and flamelet chemistry model.
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zone, up tox/DB = 1.4. The agreement deteriorat
at downstream locations, which are the neck z
and the jetlike zone, starting from aboutx/DB = 1.8.
Both the shape and the peak values of the radial
files of the mean axial velocitỹU1 are well captured
within the recirculation zone, but the agreement
teriorates downstream. The mean axial velocity
the centerline forx/DB � 1.4 decreases more rapid
than in the experimental data. The magnitude of m
radial velocityŨ2 is one order of magnitude small
than the axial velocityŨ1. The agreement betwee
the joint PDF calculations and the experimental d
is reasonable for most of the radial velocity profile
But at the downstream locations, fromx/DB = 2.4,
where the flow is in the jetlike zone, the profiles a
different. Considering that the values ofŨ2 are very
small, about 2 m/s, the discrepancies in these profi
are not as significant as they may appear. The ag
ment between the profiles of r.m.s. velocities is v
good up to the locationx/DB = 1.4. The discrepancy
of the higher peak in the profiles at the first one
two axial locations may be due to the high uncertai
of the experimental data[9]. Again, the agreement i
the jetlike zone (x/DB � 2.4) deteriorates (even th
shape is different) although the values become sm
and smaller.
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Fig. 13. Radial profiles of mean mixture fraction: HM1 (experiment,◦; joint PDF, solid line), HM2 (experiment,�; joint PDF,
dashed line), and HM3 (experiment,+; joint PDF, dash-dotted line).
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Deterioration in the agreement between the mo
calculations and the experimental data in the n
zone was also observed in the RSM andk–ε turbu-
lence model calculations shown in the TNF wo
shops[28]. The reason for these discrepancies is s
not clear.

5.2. Mean composition fields

The joint velocity–composition–turbulence fr
quency PDF method implemented in the hyb
FV/Monte Carlo particle algorithm is applied to bluf
body flames HM1, HM2, and HM3. The results
the joint PDF calculations are extensively compa
with the experimental data from the University
Sydney[9]. The current joint velocity–composition
turbulence frequency PDF calculations are based
the EMST mixing model[21] and the ARM2 methan
oxidation mechanism[23], which is implemented us
ing the ISAT algorithm[20]. The value of the mixing
model constantCφ is varied from 1.0 to 2.0 to inves
tigate its influence on calculations of the turbulenc
chemistry interaction. The base case calculati
are performed withCφ = 1.5, as recommended b

Xu [33]. The ISAT error tolerance isεtol = 10−4. All
calculations in this subsection are on the 72× 96-cell
Grid C (see Section4.4).

The time-averaged scalar fields are compared w
the experimental data for HM1, HM2, and HM
flames together.

The radial profiles of the mean and r.m.s. of m
ture fraction are shown inFigs. 13–15at six axial
locations. For the profiles of mean mixture fractio
agreement between joint PDF calculations and ex
imental data is reasonable for HM1, but less so
HM2 and HM3, especially in the recirculation zon
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Fig. 14. Radial profiles of mean mixture fraction (expanded view in recirculation zone). HM1 (experiment,◦; joint PDF, solid
line), HM2 (experiment,�; joint PDF, dashed line), and HM3 (experiment,+; joint PDF, dash-dotted line).

Fig. 15. Radial profiles of r.m.s. of mixture fraction: HM1 (experiment,◦; joint PDF, solid line), HM2 (experiment,�; joint PDF,
dashed line), and HM3 (experiment,+; joint PDF, dash-dotted line).
in
ula-

es
ac-
ure
and deteriorates downstream.Fig. 14 is a more de-
tailed view of the mean mixture fraction profiles
the recirculation zone. As may be seen, the calc
tions for flame HM1 are quite accurate. But for flam
HM2 and HM3, the calculations do not represent
curately the substantially reduced values of mixt
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Fig. 16. Radial profiles of Favre mean temperature: HM1 (experiment,◦; joint PDF, solid line), HM2 (experiment,�; joint PDF,
dashed line), and HM3 (experiment,+; joint PDF, dash-dotted line).
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the
fraction observed in the measurements. The va
measured atx/DB = 0.26 are around stoichiome
ric (ξst ≈ 0.050), whereas the calculations are ab
twice this value. This is a serious discrepancy wh
is most likely responsible for the discrepancies (
ported below) in other calculated quantities in flam
HM2 and HM3.

The profiles of the r.m.s. of mixture fraction ca
ture the shape of the experimental data forx/DB �
1.3, but the peak values of the profiles and the c
terline values are overpredicted for all three flam
A comparison of the three flames shows that, as w
the mean mixture fraction, the r.m.s. of mixture fra
tion decreases in the recirculation zone as the jet
locity increases from HM1 to HM3, but the exte
of this effect is not reproduced in the PDF calcu
tions.

As may be seen fromFig. 16, for flame HM1,
agreement between the calculated and meas
mean temperatures is quite good as far downstr
as x/DB = 1.30, but it deteriorates further down
stream, especially close to the centerline. At the fi
location (x/DB = 0.26) the experimental data sho
the mean temperature increasing from flame HM1
HM2 to HM3. This occurs as a result of the mi
ture fraction in the recirculation zone decreasing w
increasing jet velocity, and being close to stoich
metric for flame HM3 (seeFig. 14). The calculations
show the same trends, but the magnitude of the e
is considerably less both for mixture fraction and
temperature. Thus, the discrepancy in the calcula
mean temperature atx/DB = 0.26 for flame HM2,
and particularly for flame HM3, can be attribut
primarily to the discrepancy in mixture fraction. A
x/DB = 1.30 the calculations provide a better pr
diction of the mean temperature differences betw
the three flames. Comparing the three flames, f
HM1 to HM3, the mean temperature increases at
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Fig. 17. Radial profiles of Favre mean mass fraction of CO2: HM1 (experiment,◦; joint PDF, solid line), HM2 (experiment,�;
joint PDF, dashed line), and HM3 (experiment,+; joint PDF, dash-dotted line).
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first two axial locations and decreases at the o
four downstream locations. At these downstream
cations, as the temperatures of HM2 and HM3
obviously lower than that of HM1, a greater amou
of local extinction occurs (which is clearly shown
the scatterplots below).

The radial time-averaged Favre-averaged m
profiles of the mass fractions of species CO2, CO,
OH, and NO are shown inFigs. 17–20.

For CO2 (Fig. 17) the trends are similar to thos
of mean temperature: atx/DB = 0.26, ỸCO2 in-
creases from HM1 to HM2 to HM3, whereas
x/DB = 1.30, this trend is reversed. The calculatio
reproduce these trends qualitatively, but not quan
tively.

For CO (Fig. 18), for HM1 and HM2, the agree
ment between calculations and measurements is q
good (at least forx/DB � 1.80). A striking observa-
tion from the experimental data is the different b
havior of flame HM3 at the first three axial location
The mean CO concentrations in the experimental d
for HM3 are much smaller than those in HM1 a
HM2. This behavior is not reproduced by the calcu
tions.

Similar comments apply to OH (Fig. 19). For
HM1 and HM2 the agreement is quite good, with t
calculations showing the correct trends. But the
ferent behavior of flame HM3 atx/DB = 0.26 and
0.60 is not well reproduced in the calculations.

For all three flames, NO (Fig. 20) is overpredicted
at almost all locations. Part of the reason is likely to
the inaccuracy of ISAT with the error tolerance us
(as discussed in Section4.6). Comparing all three
flames, NO increases at the first three axial locati
and decreases at the last three axial locations a
jet velocity increases from HM1 to HM3 both in th
measurements and in the calculations. Because o
cal extinction, the measured profiles of NO in HM
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Fig. 18. Radial profiles of Favre mean mass fraction of CO: HM1 (experiment,◦; joint PDF, solid line), HM2 (experiment,�;
joint PDF, dashed line), and HM3 (experiment,+; joint PDF, dash-dotted line).
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drop quickly forx/DB � 0.90. The current results o
the joint PDF calculations do not capture this beh
ior.

5.3. Scatterplots

Scatterplots are compared with experimental d
for flames HM1 and HM3 inFigs. 21–24; the means
conditional on mixture fraction are also shown
the figures. The conditional means are calcula
for 50 bins equally distributed within mixture frac
tion space, in the range [0.0,1.0]. The lines for the
laminar flamelet model are also shown for ref
ence.

Scatterplots of temperature for HM1 compar
with experimental data are shown inFigs. 21 and 22.
The radial dependence of the scatterplots may
observed. At the first axial location,x/DB = 0.26,
there is nonreactive mixing between the coflow a
outer vortex, within the range fromy/RB = 0.92
to y/RB = 1.0, whereas within the vortex,y/RB <

0.92, the flame is burning. For the downstream lo
tions, the agreement between calculations and ex
iment is good. The data bands (the data range
given mixture fraction) in the joint PDF calculation
are narrower than those of experimental data, wh
is consistent with previous observations[19,33] and
is explained in[33].

Scatterplots for HM3 are shown inFigs. 23 and 24.
First, in contrast to HM1, nonreactive mixing is n
observed in the outer shear layer at the first axial
cation,x/DB = 0.26, either in the experiments or
the calculations. When we look at the mean mixt
fraction profiles inFig. 14, we find that, outside th
recirculation zone at the axial locationx/DB = 0.26
(the outer end of the plateau in the profiles), the m
mixture fraction for the three flames is different. F
HM1, the value of̃ξ is about 0.1; for HM2 and HM3
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Fig. 19. Radial profiles of Favre mean mass fraction of OH: HM1 (experiment,◦; joint PDF, solid line), HM2 (experiment,�;
joint PDF, dashed line), and HM3 (experiment,+; joint PDF, dash-dotted line).
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the value is close toξst = 0.050. Because of the in
teraction between mixing and finite-rate chemical
action, small differences in mixture fraction result
totally different burning characteristics. Second,
may be observed fromFig. 24, local extinction is ev-
ident in the experimental data at several location
HM3. But this local extinction is not observed in th
current joint PDF calculations, at least in part beca
of the mean mixture fraction discrepancy in the rec
culation zone for flames HM2 and HM3. This is th
reason that the calculated radial profiles for HM3
Figs. 17–20are much higher than those of the expe
mental data. Consequently, NO data are overpredi
in the profiles of the HM2 and HM3 flames.

5.4. Effects of mixing model constant

Xu [33] found the prediction of local extinctio
to be very sensitive to the value of the mixing mod
constantCφ . ReducingCφ leads to a higher level o
local extinction. The effects of the model constantCφ

in the EMST mixing model are studied for the HM
and HM3 flames. Calculations are conducted w
Cφ = 2.0, 1.5, and 1.0. Note that the value wide
used forCφ is 2.0 and that suggested by[33] for the
piloted-jet flames isCφ = 1.5.

Figs. 25 and 26show the radial profiles of mea
and variance of mixture fraction and temperature
radial profiles of mean mass fraction of species C2,
CO, OH, and NO together with the experimental d
for flame HM2. The effects of the mixing model co
stantCφ on the mean mixture fraction are very wea
as shown inFig. 25; whereas it may be observe
that the effect ofCφ on the r.m.s. of mixture fraction
is strong. AsCφ decreases, the variance increas
which is consistent with expectation and previous
servation[33]. Similar behavior is observed for th
r.m.s. of temperature. This is due to the fact that
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Fig. 20. Radial profiles of Favre mean mass fraction of NO: HM1 (experiment,◦; joint PDF, solid line), HM2 (experiment,�;
joint PDF; dashed line), and HM3 (experiment,+; joint PDF, dash-dotted line).
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creasingCφ increases the time scale of mixing an
thus, decreases the decay rate of variances of sca
Based on the comparison with experimental data
ξ ′′, the valueCφ = 2.0 (or even larger) seems “opt
mal”; but based onT ′′, the optimal value isCφ = 1.0.
There are no strong effects on the mean tempera
profile.

The observations concerning the radial profiles
CO2 and CO inFig. 26are similar to those of tempe
ature. We now examine the effect ofCφ on the radical
OH. AsCφ decreases, the peak value of OH decrea
and the profile becomes broader, which indicates
the reaction region is becoming broader. It may
observed that the agreement with experimental d
is somewhat better forCφ = 2.0 than forCφ = 1.5.
The calculated NO profiles withCφ = 2.0 are seen
to be significantly overpredicted when compared w
the experimental data. Both OH and NO profiles w
Cφ = 1.0 andCφ = 1.5 are overpredicted and the d
ferences between them are not significant.
.
5.5. Mean scalar dissipation

The mean scalar dissipation rate,χ̃ , is an impor-
tant quantity in many approaches to modeling n
premixed turbulent combustion[28], including the
conditional moment closure (CMC) and the flame
model. The mean scalar dissipation rate is defined

(21)χ̃ ≡ 〈2ρD∇ξ · ∇ξ〉/〈ρ〉,
and is modeled as

(22)χ̃ = Cφξ̃ ′′2Ω,

whereξ is the mixture fraction,D is its molecular
diffusivity, Cφ is the mixing model constant, and̃ξ ′′2
is the variance of mixture fraction.

Fig. 27 shows the radial profiles of mean sca
dissipation rate (obtained from Eq.(22)) at several
axial locations from the joint PDF calculations wi
Cφ = 1.5. (No experimental data are available
comparison.) It may be clearly seen that the m
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er
;

Fig. 21. Scatterplots of temperature against mixture fraction for HM1 atx/DB = 0.26. Upper plots, in outer shear layer; low
plots, in recirculation zone. Left, experimental data; right, joint PDF calculations withCφ = 1.5. Solid line, conditional mean
dashed line, flamelet.
ht, joint
Fig. 22. Scatterplots of temperature against mixture fraction for HM1 at three axial locations. Left, experimental data; rig
PDF calculations withCφ = 1.5. Solid line, conditional mean; dashed line, flamelet.
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er
;

Fig. 23. Scatterplots of temperature against mixture fraction for HM3 atx/DB = 0.26. Upper plots, in outer shear layer; low
plots, in recirculation zone. Left, experimental data; right, joint PDF calculations withCφ = 1.5. Solid line, conditional mean
dashed line, flamelet.
ht, joint
Fig. 24. Scatterplots of temperature against mixture fraction for HM3 at three axial locations. Left, experimental data; rig
PDF calculations withCφ = 1.5. Solid line, conditional mean; dashed line, flamelet.
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and
Fig. 25. Effects of the mixing model constantCφ for HM2: radial profiles of Favre mean and r.m.s. of mixture fraction
temperature. Solid lines,Cφ = 2.0; dashed lines,Cφ = 1.5; dash-dotted lines,Cφ = 1.0.

Fig. 26. Effects of the mixing model constantCφ for HM2: radial profiles of Favre mean mass fraction of CO2, CO, OH, and
NO. Solid lines,Cφ = 2.0; dashed lines,Cφ = 1.5; dash-dotted lines,Cφ = 1.0.
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h-dotted
Fig. 27. Radial profiles of mean scalar dissipation rate for flames HM1 (solid lines), HM2 (dashed lines), and HM3 (das
lines) from joint PDF calculations withCφ = 1.5.
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scalar dissipation rate increases as jet velocity
creases (Fig. 27). On the right side of this figure, th
mean scalar dissipation rate is normalized as

(23)χ̃∗ = χ̃DJ

UJ
,

whereDJ = 0.0036 m is the diameter of the jet an
UJ is the jet bulk velocity (seeTable 1). As expected
from a simple scaling argument, there is no signific
difference forχ̃∗ in the three flames.

6. Calculation cost

Typically, a calculation with the EMST mixing
model (NPC = 100 and 6000 particle pseudo-tim
steps), on a single-processor, 1.8-GHz worksta
with 1 GB RAM, requires about 400 h CPU time,
which 50% is used by ISAT. Compared with direct i
tegration, ISAT achieves a speedup of a factor of 4

7. Conclusions

The joint PDF method implemented as a fu
consistent hybrid FV/Monte Carlo particle algorith
is applied to bluff-body stabilized flames, includin
Sydney[9] flames HM1, HM2, and HM3. Numerica
accuracy issues are carefully addressed, including
specification of inlet boundary conditions, grid co
vergence, and bias error. The ARM2 mechanism
methane implemented by the ISAT algorithm is us
for detailed chemistry calculations. Statistically s
tionary solutions are obtained. Calculations are co
prehensively compared with the experimental d
The effects of the mixing model constants are inv
tigated. From this work, conclusions can be drawn
follows.

Numerical accuracy issues for bluff-body sta
lized flames are investigated with a simple lamin
flamelet chemistry model. The computational dom
and boundary conditions are carefully specified s
that the calculations are sensitive neither to the
rent domain size nor to the inlet boundary con
tions. Numerical errors in the joint PDF calculatio
are studied. The bias errors are smaller than 5%
NPC� 100. Grid convergence is achieved. On Grid
with 72× 96 cells, the spatial discretization errors a
smaller than 10% for the mean fields. The spatial
cretization errors for the variance fields are not v
small but less than 20% for Grid C.

The EMST mixing model and the ARM2 mech
nism are used to model flames HM1, HM2, and HM
Statistically stationary results are obtained. ISAT
rors are examined using an autoignition test ca
With the ISAT error toleranceεtol = 10−4, the errors
from tabulation are controlled within 1% for tempe
ature and major species, and within 5% for CO a
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OH, whereas errors for NO may be as large as 30%
some locations.

Most of the calculations are in poor agreem
with the experimental data at the far downstream
cations,x/DB � 1.80, and so the remaining con
clusions pertain to the upstream region,x/DB <

1.80. For HM1, the agreement for temperature, ma
species, and minor species CO and OH is gener
quite good. For flames HM2 and HM3, the calcu
tions yield larger values of̃ξ than the experimenta
results, which are close to stoichiometric in the re
culation zone. As a consequence, the differences̃T
andỸCO2, for example, between the three flames
not well reproduced in the calculations at the first t
axial locations. Overall,̃YNO is overpredicted.

In the outer shear layer of flame HM1, there
essentially inert mixing between the coflowing
and the rich combustion products in the recircu
tion zone, a phenomenon that is reproduced by
calculations, but not observed in flames HM2 a
HM3, either in the experimental data or in the calc
lations. Substantial local extinction is observed in
experimental data for flame HM3, but not reproduc
in the current calculations, even after decreasingCφ

to 1.0.
Only the EMST mixing model has been used

the detailed chemistry calculations. While it wou
be worthwhile in future work to evaluate the perfo
mance of other mixing models, experience sugg
that the use of other mixing models would not re
edy the deficiencies of the current calculations.
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